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The dark matter and the condensed description
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In this work the approach for a description of the physical systems about whiches it
is not possible to get basicly the total information is suggested. As a result the differen-
tial equations, the solutions of which characterize the physical system, must bieng obtained
from the demand of the minimality of the generalized variance. As the understanding of the
particles trajectory absents in the quantum theory we shall consider that the Riemannian
space–time Mn is the effective one, postulating the metric tensor on the base of the reduced
density matrix ρ′ of the gravitational fields Φ(x). It is naturally that the presence of the
dark matter in the ground state determines the non-trivial structure of the reduced density
matrix ρ′ and the non-trivial geometric structure of the space–time manifold Mn, corre-
spondingly. What is more, define those mixtures Φ(x) of the gauge fields B(x) which have
the non-zero vacuum averages as the gravitational fields even if the space–time Mn is not the
Riemannian manifold. Besides we shall consider that the dimensionality n of the space–time
is the rank of the density matrix ρ of the gauge fields B(x) in the ground (vacuum) state.
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Considering the Feynman’s algorithm of the path integrals we shall use the set of the
wave functions {Ψ(x)} instead of the one, where the point x ∈ Mn (Mn is the space-time). Of
course for the condensed description it is convenient to have only one “theoretical” function
which we shall seek as the extremal one for the action (the generalized variance)

A =
∫

Ωn

LdnV, (1)

where Ωn ⊂ Mn and dnV is the measure of the dnΩ ⊂ Ωn. Write down the Lagrangian L in
the form

L = κXb(Ψ)ρa
bXa(Ψ) (2)

(what is agreed with the interpretation of the quantum field as the infinite set of the in-
teracting harmonic oscilators), where a, b, c, d, e = 1, 2, ..., r; κ is a constant; ρb

a(x) are the
components of the density matrix ρ(x) (tr ρ = 1, rank ρ = n, ρ+ = ρ, the top index + is the
Hermitian conjugation symbol); the bar means the Dirac conjugation symbol, which is the
superposition of the Hermitian conjugation and the space inversion;

Xa(Ψ) = Ta(Ψ) − ξi
a∂iΨ, (3)

(∂i are partial derivatives; i, j, k, l, m = 1, 2, ..., n; in particular, n = 4) [1]. Here and
further Ta are the transition operators, which are obtained via “empiric” wave functions.

It is naturally demand that the considered Lagrangian be invariant by the following
infinitesimal transformation

x′i = xi + δxi ∼= xi + δωaξi
a(x). (4)

Ψ′(x) = Ψ + δΨ ∼= Ψ + δωaTa(Ψ) ∼= Ψ + δoΨ + δωaξi
a∂iΨ, (5)

where
δoΨ = δωaXa(Ψ). (6)

Let
Bb

γB
γ
a = ρb

aB
c
γB

γ
c , (7)

then the change δoB
a
β of the fields Ba

β(x) in the point x ∈ Mn must depends on both
parameters δω and their partial derivatives ∂iδω. Such fields are named gauge ones [2].

Introduce the metric in the space-time Mn, using the reduced density matrix ρ′(x), with
the components

ρj
i = ξb

i ρ
a
bξ

j
a/(ξd

kρ
c
dξ

k
c ) (8)
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and considering Mn the Riemannian space-time. Let the fields

gij = ηk(iρ
j)
k (ηlmglm) (9)

(where ηij are the covariant components of the metric tensor of the tangent space to Mn and
ηij are defined as the solutions of the following equations: ηijηkj = δi

k) are the components of
the tensor inverse to the fundamental one of the space-time Mn. As a result the construction
of the differentiable manifold Mn can be connected with solving the equations for the gauge
fields mixtures defined as

Φi
β = Ba

βξi
a (10)

and obtained from the minimality requirement for the total generalized variance

At =
∫

Ωn

LtdnV =
∫

Ωn

(L + L1)dnV =

∫

Ωn

[κXb(Ψ)ρa
b (B)Xa(Ψ) + κ1Y cβ

d(B)ρ1
d
cβ

aγ
b (B)Ya

b
γ(B)]dnV. (11)

where κ1 is a constant, ρ1
d
cβ

aγ
b are the components of the density matrix ρ1(x),

Ya
b
γ(B) = Ta

b
γ(B) − ξi

a∂iB
b
γ (12)

(Ta
b
γ are the transition operators for the fields Bc

δ). If it give concrete expression to the
operators Ta and Ta

b
γ then it is desirable to consider that Xa(Ψ) and Ya

b
γ(B) are the generators

of the Lie local loop Gr [1]. Precisely the structure of the Lie local loop will characterize the
degree of the coherence considered by us the quantum system. By this the maximal degree
is being reached for the Lie simple group and the minimal degree is being reached for the
Abelian one. In the last case we shall have the not coherent mixture of the wave-functions,
it’s unlikely which can describe the unspreading wave packet that is being confirmed by the
absence of the fundamental scalar particles, if hipothetical particles are not being taken into
account (in experiments only the mesons, composed from the quarks, are being observed
and which are not being considered the fundamental one). Note that the “soft” structure
of the Lie local loop by contrast to the Lie group allow to use it by the description of the
symmetry both the phase transition (there is the time dependence) and the compact objects
(there is the space dependence) especially.

We construct the differentiable manifold Mn, not interpreting it by physically. Of course
we would like to consider the manifold Mn as the space-time M4. At the same time it is
impossible to take into account the possibility of the phase transition of a system as a result
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of which it can expect the appearance of the coherent states. In consequence of this it
is convenient do not fix the dimensionality of the manifold Mn. It can consider that the
macroscopic system reach the precisely such state by the collapse. As a result we have the
classical analog of the coherent state of the quantum system. Besides there is the enough
developed apparatus — the dimensional regularization using the spaces with the changing
dimensionality and representing if only on the microscopic level.

From the recent experimental data (see for example [3]) it is followed that only 5% of
the all Universe matter has the baryon natture, 33% is the dark matter and 62% exists in
the vacuumly similar state (p = −ρ, where p is the pressure, ρ is the energy density) which
is connected with the Λ-term. In cousequence of this it is expedient to divide the Universe
matter into the rapid and slow subsystems considering that all known particles (ignoring
neutrinos) fall into the rapid subsystem and using the fields Φ(x) with the non-zero vacuum
averages for the condensed description of the slow subsystem. Thus the elemental particles
can be cosidered as the coherent structures in the open systems characterized if only the
quasigroup symmetries [1].

Naturally, that the assumption about fields are filling the Universe and determining the
geometric structure of the space–time manifold, allows one to introduce the connection of
the fundamental tensor of this manifold with such a statistical characteristic as the entropy
defining it in a standard manner via the reduced density matrix ρ′(x) in the form

S = − tr(ρ′ ln ρ′). (13)

As a result, the transition from the singular state of the Universe to the modern one can be
connected with increasing of the entropy S defined here. As 1 < n < r, we can consider that
the gauge fields Ba

β(x) became the owners of the nonzero vacuum averages breaking their
symmetry in consequence of the Universe evolution. The presence of the nonzero vacuum
averages lead to that the fields equations

Φj
α

(

Lt

η

∂η

∂Bb
α

+
∂Lt

∂Bb
α

−∇i

(

∂Lt

∂∇iBb
α

))

Bb
βΦβ

k = 0 (14)

(∇i are covariant derivatives, η(x) is the base density of the space-time Mn) are not converted
to zero identically by freezing of the excitations being the quanta of the fields Φi

α(x) but
they convert to the Einstein equations or to their generalizations [1]. In consequence of this
we consider that General Relativity are only the condensed description of the gravitational
phenomena.

There is the prevailing opinion in the theoretical physics, that gravitational interactions
can be neglected on the microscopic level. In consequence of this gravitational fields are not
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being enlisted for the description of the interaction of elemental particles. We shall consider
that even in the case if it can neglect the gradients of the gravitational fields on account
of their possible homogeneity but this fields it is not allowed to neglect in consequence of
quantum effects what is showed in the presence of the spins and the masses of elemental
particles.
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